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2019 HIG HLIGHTS

CAIR’s media outreach
efforts resulted in
more than 90,000
news articles with
stories of American
Muslims, worth more
than $143 million in
publicity value.

CAIR announced a
‘complete victory’
after a federal judge
ruled that the federal
government’s discriminatory watchlist
violates the U.S.
Constitution.

CAIR helped organize
the largest American
Muslim advocacy event
on Capitol Hill. More
than 500 community
members from 28 states
met with some 250
congressional offices.

CAIR won a landmark
first amendment
victory striking down
Texas’ anti-BDS law.

CAIR's Hijacked by
Hate report identifies
how philanthropic
foundations were
used by anonymous
special interest donors
to funnel almost $125
million to anti-Muslim
hate groups.

CAIR offices provided
free legal services
to more than 5,000
community members
nationwide.

Front cover: Roula Allouch, CAIR Board Chairwoman addresses group at Manzanar, the first Japanese internment camp in
the United States. National park in Inoyo County, California, 2019.

When CAIR’s founders said they were going to Washington to fight for Muslims’
rights, some people thought it was a joke. Now, twenty-five years after our humble
beginnings in a two-room office in Washington, D.C., CAIR stands tall as our
nation’s largest Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization.
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CAIR National Board of Directors

Forward Thinking and VISIONARY
Thanks to your support, CAIR is now a leading champion of civil rights for American
Muslims. CAIR works tirelessly to counter Islamophobia, educate the public about
Islam and Muslims, empower American Muslims to effectively use their own voices
in the public sphere, and defend the civil liberties of all Americans.
Over the course of the past year, we were blessed to experience success after
success. After over a decade of effort, CAIR’s legal team scored an historic
courtroom victory that may unravel the illegal watchlist system that has afflicted the
American Muslim community for so long by unjustly restricting travel, closing bank
accounts and much more.
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We also released the ground-breaking Islamophobia report, Hijacked by Hate,
which showed how philanthropic foundations were used to funnel almost $125
million to anti-Muslim hate groups.
In another important milestone, CAIR helped organize the largest-ever American
Muslim advocacy event on Capitol Hill, with more than 500 community members
from 28 states meeting with some 250 congressional offices in Washington, DC.
On behalf of the hundreds of CAIR staffers, board members, interns and volunteers
who move this important work forward, we thank you for being part of our struggle
for justice. We've put together this annual report to show you what we've accomplished together.
We invite you to join us in continuing to build a better future for our families, our
communities, and our country. Thanks to your generosity, we are confident that
CAIR’s essential work will continue for another 25 years and beyond, insha‘Allah.

CAIR co-hosts a press conference in support of a US House Resolution
condemning Islamophobia. Washington, D.C. 2019.

Roula Allouch, Esq.
National Board Chair

Nihad Awad
National Executive Director

Biased Incidents Reported to CAIR’s Offices in 2019

Freedom of religion is a constitutional right. Every person in America deserves
equal treatment under the law. That is the promise of the
Constitution and that is what CAIR, along with other American Muslim
and allied organizations, works every day to ensure.

During 2019, CAIR offices received more than 3,300 calls for help, of which 1,061 demonstrated
evidence of alleged bias, religious discrimination, or hate activity.

Taking Bold Action to Defend Your Rights
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The heart of the watchlisting
system—the Terrorism Screening
Database, which is colloquially
known as the “terror watchlist”—
has relentlessly expanded in size
and scope. This so-called “terror
watchlist” now includes the names
of more than one million people.

CBP: 41 (12%)

Other: 22 (27%)

Striking a Blow Against the Illegal Watchlisting System
In 2019, CAIR’s legal team—after a decade of effort—scored an historic win in
court that may unravel the illegal and extra-judicial watchlisting system that
has afflicted the Muslim community for so long.
One of the most harmful post-9/11 national security programs, the FBI-led
watchlisting system, has plagued Muslim communities throughout
the country for more than 15 years. Muslims targeted by
this program are prevented from flying, handcuffed in
front of their families when they try to cross the
border, interrogated about their religious beliefs
and practices by law enforcement, denied
licenses and certain kinds of employment
opportunities, among other life-altering
consequences. And as each Muslim the
federal government extra-judicially
places on its list is stigmatized as a
potential terrorist, a humiliation that
chills personal and professional
associations soon follows.
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In 2019, CAIR achieved significant legal victories in courts across the country,
as our lawyers fought back against anti-Muslim discrimination wherever and
whenever it arose. From the workplace, to the border, from Alaska to Florida,
and from the First Amendment to the Fourteenth Amendment--CAIR’s legal
team has brought a full array of high-impact legal strategies to bear the most
pressing problems confronting the Muslim community.
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These preliminary statistics are based on annual aggregate data collection and
analysis of national bias and hate incidents that take place at CAIR during the
first quarter of every year.

The federal government disseminates this information to tens of thousands of
state and local law enforcements entities across the United States, more than
500 private companies, more than 60 foreign countries, and to every federal
agency that cares to ask.

agreement is the culmination of a lawsuit CAIR filed against Alaska’s prisons, after
a prison in Anchorage starved Muslim inmates who were observing Ramadan’s fast
in 2018.
This significant development for CAIR’s clients, Anas Dowl and Ernst Jacobsson,
was also significant for all incarcerated Muslims across Alaska, who are now able
to receive meals in prisons and jails before dawn and after sunset to accommodate their fast during Ramadan. They may now pray in congregation for Jumua’ah,
lead Jumua’ah prayers for the first time in the history of the state, and participate
in Islamic study groups.

Included among the many wins CAIR achieved in 2019 is the successful
outcome of the case CAIR filed in Virginia on behalf of Anas Elhady—and
22 other innocent Muslim Americans placed on the terrorist watchlist. Anas
Elhady, a US citizen, was a college student in Michigan when he found himself

Fighting the Muslim Ban
In the wake of the Supreme Court’s catastrophic decision in Trump v. Hawaii,
which allowed the Trump Administration to fully implement its Muslim Ban, CAIR
lawyers continued the fight.
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Plaintiff, Anas Elhady, courtesy, Youtube.

targeted by the watchlisting system. When he was returning from a car trip
to Canada, armed Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officers handcuffed
him. He was held for hours and repeatedly interrogated in a freezing cell
where he eventually became ill. Anas was transported to a hospital, while still
handcuffed, where he was warmed to increase his body temperature.
On September 6, 2019, a federal court in Virginia declared that Anas’ constitutional rights, as well as the rights of all innocent Muslims targeted by the
watchlisting system, were violated. The decision is a milestone in CAIR’s fight
against this illegal national security program. We hope it marks the beginning
of the end of a watchlisting system that affects the Muslim community.
CAIR has several lawsuits pending in courts across the country, from Oregon
to Maryland, that also challenge the federal government’s discriminatory
watchlisting policies.
Fighting for the Rights of Muslims Everywhere,
including those in Jails and Prisons
Last September, CAIR reached a landmark agreement with Alaska that will
ensure the rights of Muslim inmates throughout that state are respected. The
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Throughout 2019, CAIR reunited families impacted by the Muslim ban by taking
legal action. CAIR continued its comprehensive challenge to the Muslim Ban,
Zakzok v. Trump, which obtained a significant decision from a district court judge
in Maryland that legal challenges to the Muslim Ban can continue, even after the
Supreme Court’s Trump v. Hawaii decision.
Defending the Right to Boycott
In April 2019, CAIR won a legal victory on behalf of Bahia Amawi, a Texas speech
language pathologist who lost her job because she refused to sign an unconstitutional "No Boycott of Israel" clause in her employment contract.
The United States District Court for the Western District of Texas held that the
Texas Anti-BDS Act "threatens to suppress unpopular ideas" and "manipulate the
public debate" on Israel and Palestine "through coercion rather than persuasion."
The Court concluded: "This the First Amendment does not allow."
Because of CAIR’s work, this anti-BDS law in Texas was stricken and Bahia was
able to return to her job teaching children.
CAIR actively challenges similar unconstitutional laws around the country,
including in Maryland and Georgia, to combat other states' efforts to suppress
free speech and is prepared to take this case, and others like it, all the way to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Our Legal Team
During 2019, thousands of community members contacted CAIR offices nationwide to get the free legal help our lawyers provide. Lawyers at CAIR’s National
office provided our community with thousands and thousands of hours of legal
work - while lawyers at our offices nationwide spent thousands more hours - defending community members’ rights free of charge.

CAIR’s National Communications Department ensures that the stories of
American Muslims impacted by injustice are told and shared in an effort to
combat systemic discrimination.

As a thought leader on civil rights and issues affecting American Muslims, CAIR’s
opinion pieces are published in national media such as the New York Times, Time,
Huffington Post and many local media outlets around the country.

Telling the Stories of American Muslims
Through Local and National Media

According to a media monitoring service, during 2019, CAIR’s media outreach
resulted in more than 90,000 news articles with stories of American Muslims. This
number of mentions would have cost approximately $143 million if created through
paid publicity rather than CAIR’s proactive media outreach.

CAIR is in daily communication with local and national media to ensure that
stories of American Muslims’ challenges and triumphs are told and shared with
fellow Americans and worldwide.

CAIR also keeps its stakeholders updated on its work through a daily e-mail newsletter and engages weekly with more than 200,000 social media followers.

Every day, as a result of CAIR’s proactive media outreach, national and local
media outlets across the country feature CAIR’s quotes with a mainstream
American Muslim perspective on current events that affect American Muslims
and their allies.

For 25 years journalists, government
officials and the public have relied on
CAIR as a credible source of information
about American Muslims. As a thought
leader on civil rights issues, CAIR’s
opinion pieces are published in national
media outlets.

Many of CAIR’s TV appearances can be found on CAIR’s YouTube channel, ‘CAIRtv.’
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CAIR's spokespeople have been cited in the media over 110,000
times and of that, approximately 40,000 of those instances were
citations that involved advocate research.

1,200 press releases have been written and distributed worldwide.
An Analysis of CAIR Media Citations
For this analysis ReThink Media examined 22,078 articles and 139,455 news quotations,
which come from 84 national outlets
• Period 1: Late Obama Era, January 2013–July 2015.
• Period 2: Trump Campaign, August 2015–November 2016.
• Period 3: Trump Era, December 2016–June 2019.

Graphic courtesy, ReThink Media

Hill Day

Empowering and Mobilizing for
Just Policies and Laws
CAIR and our chapters nationwide educate lawmakers about issues of importance to American Muslims and their allies. We mobilize community members
to use their voices to bring positive change and participate in coalitions that
promote justice and mutual understanding.
By providing an easy to use click-and-send system in response to our action
alerts, CAIR electronically connects individuals directly to their state's
elected officials. As a result, CAIR recruited 13,138 new advocates
who were able to speak out on issues affecting them.
CAIR also reaches policymakers and candidates in several
other ways to advocate for issues of
importance to American Muslims and their allies.

CAIR tracks the daily progress of
messages sent to elected officials
through Voter Voice, a click-andsend action alert system.
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In May, for the fifth year
running, CAIR’s Government
Affairs Director Robert
McCaw chaired the steering
committee for the U.S. Council
of Muslim Organizations’ (USCMO) ‘National Muslim Advocacy
Day’ held at the U.S. Capitol.
More than 500 community members from 28 states met with some
250 congressional staff and elected
officials during this national event. CAIR
is a co-founding member of the USCMO.

Building a
stronger CAIR

144
meetings with allies
Attended about

averaging 3-4 meetings per
week with civil rights partners

Member
of 20

national issue
based coalitions

More than
120 elected
officials
nationwide
sent letters of
recognition to
CAIR-National
Headquarters
and endorsed
our work.

MESSAGES
FROM OUR
ELECTED
OFFICIALS
Here are a few of the more than 120
letters of recognition and congratulations from members of Congress,
the mayor of Washington, D.C., the
governor of Virginia, and several
presidential candidates received by
CAIR in 2019.

November 9, 2019
Dear Friends:
I extend my congratulations to the Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) on celebrating
a quarter century of service to the public and to the
American Muslim community at its 2019 Annual
Banquet on the theme Defending, Educating,
Empowering.
Since 1994, CAIR has sought to serve communities across the nation and to
increase inter˗religious understanding. I commend efforts to empower
Muslim Americans to participate in both local and national politics, to
present a comprehensive and accurate understanding of Islam, and to
encourage civic engagement in helping to move America forward. By
protecting and defending the constitutional rights of American Muslims,
CAIR has built coalitions among a diverse collection of community leaders,
scholars and activists, many of whom have come together this evening to
celebrate CAIR’s work on civil liberties.
At a time when stereotypes and harmful characterizations play an out˗sized
role in the national conversation, it is more important than ever to increase
understanding of Islam’s long history and the rich variety represented among
the more than one billion practitioners of the faith worldwide. You have my
best wishes on a memorable event.
Sincerely,
Karen Bass
Member of Congress

We extend our thanks to these
leaders and the countless others
that stand up for Muslim civil rights
and equality every day. We are
honored by the opportunity to
serve individuals and communities
across the U.S. and look forward to
many more years of success.

Expanding upon its past work to monitor and analyze anti-Muslim hate groups
and their influence on politics, media, and society, CAIR is now working with
leading figures in philanthropy to raise awareness of the issues surrounding the
funding of hate groups.

Defunding Anti-Muslim Hate Groups
In May, CAIR released a groundbreaking report, called “Hijacked by Hate:
American Philanthropy and the Islamophobia Network.” This report identifies
how philanthropic foundations were used by anonymous special interest donors
to funnel almost $125 million to anti-Muslim hate groups between 2014 and 2016.
CAIR is now convening and working with philanthropic leaders to address the
problem of anti-Muslim funding.
Mobilizing Congress to Combat Islamophobia
As part of an effort to educate members of Congress about the rise of Islamophobia in mainstream political discourse, CAIR hosted two Congressional briefings
at the U.S. Capitol in Washington, D.C. featuring its own findings as well as the
experiences and perspectives of leading experts.
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Zainab Arain from CAIR's Research & Advocacy department presents research on
bullyining at a congressional briefing.

The report entitled, The Rise of American Muslim Changemakers: Political
Organizing in the Trump Era, remains the go-to reference for the national
conversation on American Muslim political engagement.
After numerous victories by American Muslim candidates during the 2019 elections,
CAIR updated its shared database, telling the fascinating story of American Muslim
changemakers to the wider public. Knowing that representation matters and diverse
perspectives at decision-making tables result in better policies that enhance the lives
of all Americans, one aim of this ongoing project is to inspire many more American
Muslims to run for public office.

Report on Muslim Political Action
Throughout 2019, CAIR built on its collaborative project with JetPac and MPower
Change to document the 323 American Muslims that ran campaigns for public
office between 2016 and 2019 and to feature in-depth analysis of campaigns by
eight American Muslims candidates.

Pilot Study on Bias and Bullying
American Muslim children continue to be the target of bullying at disturbing rates. In
response to this, CAIR conducted a scientific survey of students’ experiences with
bullying, as well as engaging in workshops and focus groups with educators to provide
schools and stakeholders with the latest and most reliable data on how to keep
students safe and feeling welcome.
This is part of a pilot study CAIR launched in 2018 entitled, “Bias and Bullying:
Islamophobia in Public Schools,” to explore ways to meet the difficult and complex
challenges children and families face across the country.

CAIR 25th Anniversary Gala, Grand Hyatt Hotel, Washington, D.C.

EDUCATIONAL
TRAININGS

CAIR’s Events and Outreach Department organizes events that empower and
engage the community that gives so much to us.

Inspiring and Engaging Our Communities
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CAIR organized more than
events
geared towards informing community
members about:

Touted by attendees as one of the best CAIR banquet programs in recent
years, CAIR’s 25th Anniversary Gala in Washington, D.C. was attended by some
1,300 community members, leaders and allies. The program included inspiring
speakers and provided an opportunity for us to express our deep appreciation
to our supporters and to celebrate CAIR’s 25 years of service.

1.

2. Challenging Islamophobia

Thousands of attendees at the country’s largest Muslim community conventions
– hosted by ICNA, ISNA and MAS – heard from CAIR leaders who presented at
various panel sessions and workshops during these conventions.
Community Relations Department Launched
In July, CAIR relaunched a Community Relations Department with the goal
of continuing to build relationships with the many diverse American Muslim
communities, and those of other faith groups.
As the initial project, CAIR entered into a partnership with Howard University
(HU), providing opportunities that focus on empowering young Muslim HU
students. Through our partnership, CAIR organized more than 7 roundtable
discussions with students on topics covering American Muslim identity and
secured a sponsorship for members of the HU MSA to attend the 25th Anniversary Gala. The students were connected privately with inspiring speakers
backstage, and all self-reported feelings of empowerment after witnessing for
the first time, the most diverse union of Muslims across the country.
CAIR has also developed new digital marketing strategies that engaged diverse
and local communities on social media platforms- at the national, state and
local level. Strategies include applying data analytics to engage respective
communities and executing personalized advertising campaigns to establish
a footprint among young non-Muslim donors. CAIR believes these efforts are
critical for both raising awareness towards CAIR’s work, challenging Islamophobia online, and growing additional financial resources from donors of other faith
groups.

The effects of the
Muslim Ban

3. How to be an active bystander in case of a hate incident
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CAIR also held workshops at
college campuses in partnership
with Muslim Students Associations on Islamophobia, activism
and civic engagement. As a
result more than

1,025 attendees
self-reported
having gained an
increased level of
skills and knowledge
after attending a CAIR
educational program.

FATWA ON ZAKAT ELIGIBILITY
“As a dedicated organization, to defend the rights of Muslims and to promote
a better understanding of Islam, CAIR is eligible to receive part of the zakat
funds for its programs and services.”
Dr. Muzammil H. Siddiqi, Chairman, Fiqh Council of North America

FINANCIALS

Bringing CAIR’s Legal and Advocacy
Services to all 50 States
CAIR aims to create a strong, sustainable nationwide infrastructure of
grassroots offices that serve communities in all 50 states. CAIR’s Chapter
Department provides legal and professional support to local communities
interested in bringing CAIR’s important work to their state and builds
capacity among current CAIR chapters.
To continue to grow the capacity of CAIR’s nationwide network of grassroots
chapters, CAIR offers ongoing internal training and support across many areas
and topics including media and communications, fund development, outreach
and coalition building, board strengthening, and strategic and implementation
plan coaching.
CAIR also facilitates knowledge-sharing and synergies among CAIR chapters.
Every year CAIR hosts a National Council Meeting (NCM) that brings together
CAIR leadership and staff from our chapters across the country to coordinate
and strategize. About 100 CAIR staff and board members participated in the
2019 NCM

Building a stronger CAIR
Conducted

5 full board assessments

297 nonprofit leaders coached
9 training programs created
75 connections made between outside organizations and affiliates
107 organizations accessed technical assistance offerings

2019

2018

$4,441,383

$3,682,344

Events

$271,528

$185,028

Affiliate dues

$643,909

$178,428

$1,255

$279

REVENUE AND SUPPORT
Contributions

Product sales, net
Interest and
other Income
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$14

Investment Income, Net

$59,686

($9,333)

Total Revenue
and Support

$5,417,761

$4,036,760

Program Services

$3,231,267

$3,072,681

Support Services:
• General and
Administrative

$1,763,002

$1,254,821

$815,015

$1,469,527

$2,578,016

$2,724,348

$5,809,284

$5,797,029

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

$(319,522)

(1,760,269)

NET ASSESTS, BEGINNING OF YEAR

$2,995,102

$4,755,371

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$2,603,580

$2,995,102

EXPENSES

• Fundraising
Total Support
Services
Total Expenses

The numbers above are unaudited and are only those of CAIR’s
National Headquarters.
Note: The selected financial data were derived from CAIR’s financial records.
Our IRS Forms 990 for public inspection are available upon request or through
Guidestar.org.

WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
For more information on how to build a CAIR chapter
in your hometown, contact CAIR Chapter Manager
Asma Rehman at ARehman@cair.com

Respond to action alerts at
www.cair.com/action_alerts

To report a case, contact CAIR’s Civil Rights
Department at 202-742-6420 or by going to:
www.cair.com/Report

Follow us on Twitter
@CAIRNational

Sign up for our mailing list or action alerts at
www.cair.com

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Become a monthly donor of CAIR at
www.cair.com/donate
Make a general donation at
www.cair.com/donate
Ask your employer about matching
your donations to CAIR
Donate stocks at
www.cair.com/about_cair/other-ways-to-give/
All donations are tax-deductible and zakat-eligible
(Tax ID 77-0646756)

Follow us on Facebook at
facebook.com/cairnational

Follow us on Instagram
@CAIR_National
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DONATE YOUR TIME
Volunteer your talents at
www.cair.com/about_cair/volunteer/
Apply for an internship at
www.cair.com/get-involved/internships/
CONTACT US
CAIR National Headquarters
453 New Jersey Avenue S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
(202) 488-8787 I info@cair.com

OUR MISSION
CAIR's mission is to enhance understanding of Islam, protect civil rights,
promote justice, and empower American Muslims.
OUR VISION
To be a leading advocate for justice and mutual understanding

CAIR National Board of Directors
Our National Board of Directors governs major decisions, approves all
programs and budgets, and offers input and guidance for organizational
decisions. CAIR’s national board of directors are:
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National Board Chair Roula Allouch, Esq., Kentucky
National Board Vice Chair Masoud Nassimi, California
Haitham Abulhaija, California
Ahmed Al-Shehab, New Jersey
Nihad Awad, Washington, D.C.
Arlene El-Amin, Minnesota
Dr. Manal Fakhoury, Florida
Mohammad Khan, New York
Emad Sabbah, Georgia

CAIR's Director of Communications, Ibrahim Hooper , CAIR's 2019 National Council Meeting.

About CAIR
The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) is America’s largest Muslim civil rights
organization, with 34 offices nationwide, including our national headquarters located on Capitol
Hill in Washington, D.C. The majority of CAIR’s funding comes from individual Americans of all
faiths and backgrounds. Learn more about our story at www.cair.com/about_cair/about-us/
Our History
CAIR is an American organization, founded in 1994 in Washington, D.C., by American Muslims.
From CAIR’s humble beginnings in a two-room office on K Street in Washington, D.C., to
becoming the nation’s largest Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization with 34 offices
nationwide and growing, CAIR is here to stay.
Since its establishment in 1994, CAIR has worked to protect civil rights and to promote a
positive image of Islam and American Muslims. Through public outreach, education, and
advocacy, CAIR puts forth a mainstream perspective to ensure the American Muslim voice is
represented in all levels of society. In offering this perspective, CAIR seeks to empower
American Muslims and encourage their participation in political and social activism.
Today, CAIR is the most prominent voice for American Muslims and is a reliable resource and
partner for media, public officials and policy makers, and civil rights and interfaith partners.

CAIR's Board of Directors and national staff, Washington, DC.

FIND CAIR CHAPTERS NATIONWIDE
at www.cair.com/about_cair/cair-chapters/

CAIR National Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
CAIR-Alabama
CAIR-Arizona
CAIR-California, Greater Los Angeles Area
CAIR-California, Sacramento Valley
CAIR-California, San Diego
CAIR-California, San Francisco Bay Area
CAIR-Connecticut
CAIR-Florida
CAIR-Georgia
CAIR-Illinois
CAIR-Kansas
CAIR-Kentucky
CAIR-Massachusetts
CAIR-Michigan
CAIR-Minnesota
CAIR-Missouri
CAIR-New Jersey
CAIR-New York
CAIR-Ohio, Cincinnati
CAIR-Ohio, Cleveland
CAIR-Ohio, Columbus
CAIR-Oklahoma
CAIR-Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
CAIR-Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh
CAIR-Texas, Austin
CAIR-Texas, Dallas-Fort Worth
CAIR-Texas, Houston
CAIR-Texas, San Antonio
CAIR-Washington State

453 NEW JERSEY AVE. SE. WASHINGTON, DC 20003
TEL: 202-488-8787 I FAX: 202-488-0833 I INFO@CAIR.COM I WWW.CAIR.COM

